How to Get Here: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh

Group Tour Information

Thank you for scheduling a group tour at Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh – Main (Oakland). We look forward to your visit!

GPS: 4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Arriving by car:
To make your tour successful, please have your group enter the Library and proceed to the front Security Desk where your leader will meet you. The Library and Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh operate a six-level parking facility for cars and small vans. The lot entrance is located at the intersection of Forbes Avenue and Craig Street.

Arriving by public transit or walking:
You can take the following bus lines to our Library: 54C, 61A, 61B, 61C, 67A, 67C, 69, 71A, 71B, 71C, 71D, 75, or 93. From downtown, your stop will be Forbes Ave. opposite Bellefield Ave. NS. If traveling opposite downtown, exit at either Fifth Ave. and Craig St. or Forbes Ave. and Craig St., and walk down Craig St. towards the museum parking garage and Portal Entry.

Parking

Enter at the intersection of Forbes and Craig (A) and proceed to gate/booth for parking ticket (B). * Note: You will not have to pay to park if you are only dropping-off or picking-up. When paying, upon departure you need to utilize the pay station located inside of Portal Entry (C).

Drop off or pick-up

To drop off or pick-up, proceed from booth and bear to the right. Continue straight to the turn around grass “island”, bearing to the right (D). Circle around to the Portal Entry, this is the drop-off and pick-up point (E).

Your tour leader will meet your group at the Portal Entry and escort you into the Library.

* Note: When exiting the parking lot insert your ticket at the gate. If you are here less than 30 minutes the gate will rise, if your stay was longer than 30 minutes you will be prompted to pay an hourly rate. The Museum accepts Visa, MasterCard and Discover card.

Want to know more? | carnegielibrary.org
How to Get Here:
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
Group Tour Bus Drop Off Information

Thank you for scheduling a group tour at Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh – Main (Oakland). We look forward to your visit!

GPS: 4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

To make your tour successful, please plan your drop-off at the Portal Entry, where your tour leader will meet you and escort you into the Library.

When arriving via chartered or school bus, please proceed to Schenley Drive immediately after group drop off. Bus parking is located in designated lanes near Phipps Conservatory (A).

Parking

Enter at the intersection of Forbes and Craig (B) and proceed to gate/booth for parking ticket.

* Note: You will not have to pay to park in the garage if staying 30 minutes or less.

Drop off or pick-up

To drop off or pick-up, proceed from booth and bear to the right. Continue straight to the turn around grass “island”, bearing to the right (C). Circle around to the Portal Entry, this is the drop-off and pick-up point (D).

Your tour leader will meet your group at the Portal Entry and escort you into the Library.

* Note: When exiting the parking lot insert your ticket at the gate. If you are here less than 30 minutes the gate will rise, if your stay was longer than 30 minutes you will be prompted to pay an hourly rate. The Museum accepts Visa, MasterCard and Discover card.